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EXACT VALUE OF TAMMES PROBLEM FOR N = 10
TERUHISA SUGIMOTO AND MASAHARU TANEMURA
Abstract. Let Ci ( i = 1, . . . , N ) be the i-th open spherical cap of angular radius
r and let Mi be its center under the condition that none of the spherical caps
contains the center of another one in its interior. We consider the upper bound,
rN , (not the lower bound !) of r of the case in which the whole spherical surface of
a unit sphere is completely covered with N congruent open spherical caps under
the condition, sequentially for i = 2, . . . , N − 1 , that Mi is set on the perimeter
of Ci−1, and that each area of the set (∪i−1ν=1Cν)∩Ci becomes maximum. In this
paper, for N = 10, we found out that the solutions of our sequential covering and
the solutions of the Tammes problem were strictly correspondent. Especially, we
succeeded to obtain the exact value r10 for N = 10.
1. Introduction
The circle on the surface of a sphere is called a spherical cap. Among the problems
of packing on the spherical surface, the closest packing of congruent spherical caps is
the most famous, and is usually known as the Tammes problem [7] . The details of
Tammes problem are as follows: “How must N congruent non-overlapping spherical
caps be packed on the surface of a unit sphere so that the angular diameter of spherical
caps will be as great as possible?” The Tammes problem is mathematically proved
solutions were known for N = 1, . . . , 12, and 241 [1, 2, 8]. The systematic method
of attaining these solutions has not been given. The exact values in the cases for
N = 1, . . . , 9, 11, 12 and 24 are known, but only in the case for N = 10, the value is
approximate range [1.154479, 1.154480] by Danzer [1].
We considered the packing problem by a systematic method which is different from
the approach by Danzer. As a result, we obtained the exact value of angular diameter
of spherical caps in the Tammes problem for N = 10 as following [6].
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≈ 1.1544798334192707378319618404230 · · · rad .
(1)
2. Outline of Method
Let us show our systematic method. Suppose we have N congruent open spherical
caps with angular radius r on the surface S of the unit sphere and suppose that these
spherical caps cover the whole spherical surface without any gap under the condition
1In recent years, Oleg Musin and Alexey Tarasov proved the solution of the Tammes problem for
N = 13 and 14 [3, 4].
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Figure. 1. (a) Our sequential covering for N = 10. (b) Our solu-
tion of Tammes problem for N = 10. Both viewpoints are (0, 0, 10).
In this example, M1 = (0, 0,−1), M2 ≈ (0.26335,−0.87585,−0.40439),
M3 ≈ (0.91458, 0,−0.40439), M4 ≈ (0.26335, 0.87585,−0.40439), M5 ≈
(−0.76292, 0.50440,−0.40439), M6 ≈ (−0.77575,−0.57681,−0.25593),
M7 ≈ (−0.13883,−0.78326, 0.60599), M8 ≈ (−0.79006, 0.092588, 0.60599),
M9 ≈ (0.084546, 0.74290, 0.66405), and M10 ≈ (0.735778,−0.13295,
0.66405).
that none of them contains the center of another one in its interior. Further we
suppose that the spherical caps are put on S sequentially in the manner which is
described just below. Let Ci be the i-th open spherical cap and let Mi be its center
(i = 1, . . . , N). Our problem is to calculate the upper bound of r for the sequential
covering, such that N congruent open spherical caps cover the whole spherical surface
S under the condition that Mi is set on the perimeter of Ci−1, and that each area of
set (∪i−1ν=1Cν)∩Ci becomes maximum in sequence for i = 2, . . . , N−1. Here, we define
a half-cap as the spherical cap whose angular radius is r2 and which is concentric with
that of the original cap. Let us suppose the centers of N half-caps are placed on the
positions of the centers of spherical caps Ci (i = 1, . . . , N) which are considered. At
this time, we get the packing with N congruent half-caps. Therefore, our sequential
covering is in connection with the packing problem [5,6].
We calculated the upper bound for N = 2, . . . , 12 in our problem theoretically;
the case N = 1 is self-evident. As a result, we found the interesting fact that the
solutions of our problem are strictly correspondent to those of the Tammes problem
for N = 2, . . . , 12 [5, 6]. Especially, as mentioned above, we succeeded to obtain the
exact value for N = 10 (see (1)) [6]. In the case for N = 10, when the centers are
put on the spherical surface S according to our method, their arrangements are as
shown in Figure 1, for example. Hereafter, let us explain simply how to calculate
the value of (1). When the centers of two spherical caps with angular radius r are
put respectively at (0, 0, −1) and (sin r, 0, − cos r), we can obtain the coordinates
(x, y, z) of cross points where the perimeters of their spherical caps intersect by using
simultaneous equations as follows:
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 −z = cos r ,sin r · x− cos r · z = cos r ,
x2 + y2 + z2 = 1 ,
(2)
Solving (2), we obtain(
−cos r (cos r − 1)
sin r
,
(cos r − 1)√2 cos r + 1
sin r
, − cos r
)
, (3)
(
−cos r (cos r − 1)
sin r
, − (cos r − 1)
√
2 cos r + 1
sin r
, − cos r
)
. (4)
In our method, taking into account Theorem1 in [5], the centers M1 = (xm1, ym1, zm1),
M2 = (xm2, ym2, zm2), and M3 = (xm3, ym3, zm3) are set at (0, 0, −1), the coor-
dinates of (3), and (sin r, 0, − cos r), respectively. Here, let ∂Ci be the perimeter of
Ci ( i = 1, . . . , 10 ). Next, according to our method, we choose M4 = (xm4, ym4, zm4)
on the coordinates of (4). Then, M5 = (xm5, ym5, zm5) is put on one of the cross
points of ∂C4 and ∂C1, and let it be outside C3 (i.e., (sin r(cos
2 r−2 cos r−1)/(cos r+
1)2, 2 cos r sin r
√
2 cos r + 1/(cos r+1)2,− cos r) ). In addition, we put M6 = (xm6, ym6,
zm6) on one of the cross points of ∂C5 and ∂C2, and let it be outside C1 (i.e.,
(2 cos r sin r(cos r − 1)(2 cos r + 1)/(9 cos3 r − cos2 r − cos r + 1), 2 cos r sin r(cos r −
1)
√
2 cos r + 1/(9 cos3 r − cos2 r − cos r + 1), (−4 cos4 r + cos3 r − 5 cos2 r − cos r +
1)/(9 cos3 r− cos2 r− cos r+ 1)) ). At the time C6 is put on a spherical surface S, the
uncovered region is reduced to a pentagon which is bounded by perimeters of spheri-
cal caps. Then, in order to put the centers of four spherical caps on the pentagonal
uncovered region, we consider a spherical square of side-length r on the pentagon. It
is because, when the centers M7, M8, M9, and M10 are put on the vertices of spherical
square of side-length r, the set ∪10ν=1Cν can cover the whole of S with our method.
Now, in our study, the centers M7, M8, M9, and M10 are put respectively on the cross
points of ∂C6 and ∂C2, ∂C7 and ∂C6, ∂C8 and ∂C4, and ∂C9 and ∂C3. Note that the
cross points chosen as arrangement of M7, M8, M9, and M10 are on the boundary of
the pentagonal uncovered region. Therefore, from the coordinates of M2 and M6, the
coordinates of the centers M7 = (xm7, ym7, zm7) are as obtained follows:(
sin r
(
cos3 r − 5 cos2 r − cos r + 1)
9 cos3 r − cos2 r − cos r + 1 , −
4 sin r cos2 r
√
2 cos r + 1
9 cos3 r − cos2 r − cos r + 1 ,
−cos r
(
cos3 r + 11 cos2 r − cos r − 3)
9 cos3 r − cos2 r − cos r + 1
)
.
Next, we calculate the coordinates of M10 without using the coordinates of M7. Here,
let si·j denote the spherical distance between Mi and Mj . Then, by applying the
spherical cosine theorem to the spherical isosceles triangle M6M7M10 of legs s6·7 =
s7·10 = r, we have
cos(s6·10) =
3 cos3 r + 2 cos2 r − cos r − 2 (1− cos2 r)√cos r + 2 cos2 r
(1 + cos r)
2 .
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It is because the inner angle at M6 of the spherical isosceles triangle M6M7M10 is
the sum of the interior angles of spherical equilateral triangle M6M7M8 and spherical
square M7M10M9M8. In this connection, the inner angle of spherical equilateral
triangle of side-length r is cos−1(cos r/(cos r + 1)), and the inner angle of spherical
square of side-length r is cos−1((cos r−1)/(cos r+ 1)). As a result, we can obtain the
coordinates of M10 = (xm10, ym10, zm10) as a function of r through the simultaneous
equations as follows:

xm3 · xm10 + ym3 · ym10 + zm3 · zm10 = cos r ,
xm6 · xm10 + ym6 · ym10 + zm6 · zm10 = 3 cos
3 r+2 cos2 r−cos r−2(1−cos2 r)
√
cos r+2 cos2 r
(1+cos r)2
,
x2m10 + y
2
m10 + z
2
m10 = 1 .
Note that, in this report, the coordinates of M10 are omitted since they are too
complicated. Further, we get the equation of the following type
xm7 · xm10 + ym7 · ym10 + zm7 · zm10 = cos r. (5)
When the equation (5) is solved against r by using mathematical software, we obtained
the value of (1).
Danzer have solved the packing problem for N = 10 through the consideration
on irreducible graphs obtained by connecting those points, among N points, whose
spherical distance is exactly the minimal distance [1]. Then he needed the independent
considerations for N = 10. On the other hand, our systematic method is able to obtain
a solution for N by using the results for the case N − 1 or N − 2. In addition, we
have considered the packing problem from the standpoint of sequential covering. The
advantages of our approach are that we only need to observe uncovered region in
the process of packing and that this uncovered region decreases step by step as the
packing proceeds.
By using our method, the solutions of Tammes problem were obtained for N =
2, . . . , 12 [5, 6]. This fact is interesting and it is important that the exact value for
N = 10 is found [6].
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